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Abstract
This chapter aims to provide a review of the basics of 21 cm interferometric obser-
vations and its methodologies. A summary of the main concepts of radio interferometry
and their connection with the 21 cm observables - power spectra and images - is pre-
sented. I then provide a review of interferometric calibration and its interplay with
foreground separation, including the current open challenges in calibration of 21 cm
observations. Finally, a review of 21 cm instrument designs in the light of calibration
choices and observing strategies follows.
5.1 Interferometry overview
The Van Cittert-Zernike theorem expresses the fundamental relationship between the sky
spatial brightness (or brightness distribution) I and the quantity measured by an interferom-






c dσˆ , (5.1)
where b is the baseline vector that separates antenna i and antenna j, ν is the observing
frequency, σˆ is the observing direction (see Figure 5.1), c the speed of light and the integral
is taken over the source size Ω. It can be seen in Figure 5.1 that the celestial signal travels
an extra path between the two antennas, and that length corresponds to a geometrical time
delay τ = b·σˆc , where the word “geometrical” refers to the fact that the delay depends upon the
source position in the sky and the relative separation between the two antennas. Equation 5.1
can be derived as the output of the correlator, the digital equipment responsible to combine
signals from antenna pairs. The voltage induced by a celestial source at any antenna can




























Figure 5.1: A standard schematic of the two element interferometer.
product of the voltages r measured by antenna i and j respectively:
r = 〈vi(t)v j(t)〉= 〈v2 cos(2piνt)cos [2piν(t− τ)]〉
= 〈v2 cos(2piντ)+ cos(4piνt−2piντ)
2
〉. (5.2)
While the first term of the right hand side of equation 5.2 varies slowly with the Earth ro-
tation, the second oscillates rapidly for any typical radio observations (ν > 10 MHz) and





which is a sinusoidal pattern termed “fringe”. Equation 5.3 actually represents the contri-
bution to the fringe from the pointing direction. We can obtained the contribution from
the whole source by integrating over the source size and adding the odd (sine) to the even
















c dσˆ , (5.4)
where I have substituted the definition of geometrical delay in the last step. If we note that
the v
2
2 voltage square term depends upon the direction in the sky as it is proportional to
the source brightness, equation 5.4 is essentially equivalent to equation 5.1 and shows how
the correlator outputs directly the spatial coherence function of the sky emission, i.e. the
visibility.
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The sky brightness distribution I does not appear directly in the Van Cittert-Zernike theo-
rem, but filtered by the antenna primary beam response A that depends upon the direction in
the sky and the wavelength, i.e. I¯(σˆ ,ν) =A(σˆ ,ν) I(σˆ ,ν). The response of the primary beam
attenuates the sky emission away from the pointing direction, effectively reducing the field
of view ΩF of the instrument. Generally speaking, the size of the field of view is essentially
given by the antenna diameter D:
ΩF ≈ λD , (5.5)
where λ is the observing wavelength.
The Van Cittert-Zernike theorem that defines the visibility function is often re-written
in a different coordinate system, i.e. using the components of the baseline vector (u,v,w),
where (u,v) are the components of the baseline vector in the plane of the array and w is the
component along the pointing direction σ0 (Figure 5.2). The sky position in the σˆ direction
can be decomposed into the (l,m) components parallel to the plane of the sky and the n
component along the w axis. In this system, coordinates can be re-written as ([80]):
ν b · σˆ
c
= ul+ vm+wn,
















1− l2−m2 . (5.7)
Although low frequency radio observations are intrinsically wide-field, for the purpose of






Equation 5.8 indicates that an interferometer measures the two dimensional Fourier trans-
form of the spatial sky brightness distribution. If our goal is to reconstruct the sky brightness




Equation 5.9 is, however, a poor reconstruction of the sky brightness distribution as only
one Fourier mode is sampled at a single time instance. Strictly speaking, indeed, all the
quantities in equation 5.8 and 5.9 are time variable. In most cases, the time dependence of
the primary beam and the sky brightness distribution can be neglected, however, this is not
the case for the visibility V as the projection of the baseline vector with respect to the source
direction changes significantly throughout a long (e.g. a few hours) track. In this way, many
measurements of the visibility coherence function V can be made as (u,v) change with time,









Figure 5.2: Cartoon representation of the coordinate system used for interferometric imag-
ing. The (l,m) plane is tangent to the sky.
allowing for a better reconstruction of the I¯(l,m,ν) function. This method is commonly
referred to as filling the uv plane via Earth rotation synthesis and was invented by [69]. The
other (complementary) way to fill the uv plane is to deploy more antennas on the ground in
order to increase the number of instantaneous measurements of independent Fourier modes.
If N antennas are connected in an interferometric array, N(N−1)2 instantaneous measurements
are made.
The combination of a large number of antennas and the Earth rotation synthesis, defines





where I¯D indicates the sky brightness distribution sampled at a finite number of (u,v) points
(often termed dirty image) and where the explicit dependence on the antenna pair was
dropped for simplicity. Using the convolution theorem, equation 5.10 can be re-written as:
I¯D(l,m,ν) = ˜SV = S˜∗V˜ = PSF(l,m,ν)∗ I¯(l,m,ν), (5.11)
where the tilde indicates the Fourier transform, ∗ the convolution operation and PSF is the
Point Spread Function, i.e. the response of the interferometric array to a point sources which,
in our case, is also the Fourier transform of the uv coverage.
The sampling function always effectively reduces the integral over a finite (often not
contiguous) area of the uv plane. In particular, the sampled uv plane is restricted between a
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minimum uv distance that cannot be shorter than the antenna1 size and the largest separation
between antennas, i.e. the maximum baseline bmax. The maximum baseline also sets the
maximum angular resolution θb:
θb ≈ λ|bmax| . (5.12)
The incomplete sampling of the uv space leads to a PSF that has “sidelobes”, i.e. nulls and
secondary lobes that can often contaminate fainter true sky emission. The best reconstruction
of the sky brightness distribution I¯ requires deconvolution of the dirty image from the PSF.
Figure 5.3 and 5.4 provide an example of the sampling S(u,v) and the corresponding
point spread function. A single baseline essentially imprints a (sinusoidal) fringe pattern on
the sky, whose period and phase depend upon the baseline length and orientation respectively
(equation 5.1). The combination of more baselines of different lengths and orientations
improves the sampling function until a good quality point spread function is obtained.
5.2 21 cm observables: power spectra and images
The ultimate goal of 21 cm observations is to image the spatial distribution of the 21 cm sig-
nal as a function of redshift, also known as 21 cm tomography. Given the curent theoretical
predictions, such observations need to achieve mK sensitivity on a few arcminute angular
scales (see Chapter 1, 2 and 3 in this book). Most of the current arrays, however, only have
the sensitivity to perform a statistical detection of the 21 cm signal, i.e. to measure its power
spectrum. Given an intensity field T , function of the three dimensional spatial coordinate x,
its power spectrum P(k) is defined as:
〈T˜ ∗(k)T˜ (k′)〉= (2pi)3P(k)δ 3(k−k′) (5.13)
where 〈〉 indicates the ensamble average, k is the Fourier conjugate of x, tilde the Fourier
transform, ∗ the conjugate operator, k the magnitude of the k vector and δ the Dirac delta
function. In 21 cm observations, power spectra can be computed from interferometric image
cubes after deconvolution of the dirty image I¯D(l,m,ν) from the point spread function (e.g.,
[63], [28], [6], [60]). Alternatively, the 21 cm power spectrum can be estimated directly
from the interferometric visibilities. Equation 5.8 already shows that the interferometer is
a “natural” spatial power spectrum instrument (e.g., [93] and Figure 5.3, 5.4). Visibilities






where B is the observing bandwidth and the delay τ is the Fourier conjugate of ν2. The delay
transform is therefore proportional to the three dimensional power spectrum ([56]):
P(k) ∝ V˜i j(|b|,τ), (5.15)
1In this chapter I use the words “antenna” and “station” interchangeably to indicate the correlated elements
even if, in the literature, they are normally used to indicate a dish and a cluster of dipoles, respectively.
2The delay variable here is almost equivalent to the geometrical delay and that is why I used the same
symbol (see [59] for details).
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Figure 5.3: Left panel: one baseline selected (indicated with a red line) from 32 antennas
distributed within a 350 m circle (taken from [33]). Right panel: corresponding point spread
function. For a single baseline case, the point spread function is essentially a sinusoidal
fringe pattern whose period is inversely proportional to the baseline length, i.e. the pattern
correponding to ∼ 50 m baseline (top) oscillates approximately seven times slower than a
∼ 350 m baseline (bottom). The fringe phase (i.e. the pattern orientation) is given by the
baseline orientation.
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Figure 5.4: Same as Figure 5.3, but including five baselines with different lengths and orien-
tations (red lines, top panel) and all the baselines (for N = 32 there are 496 baselines; bottom
panel) simultaneously. The fringe pattern is already noticeably different when five baselines
are included with respect to the single baseline, although a clean point spread function only
appears when all the baselines are used simultaneously (bottom panel).
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where the proportionality constant transforms the visibility units into power units ([56]). The














where Dc is the transverse comoving distance, f21 = 1421 MHz, H0 is the Hubble constant
and E(z) =
√
Ω)m(1+ z)3+Ωk(1+ z)2+ΩΛ. Due to the dependence of the baseline length
upon frequency, equation 5.15 is only valid for short baselines, typically shorter than a few
hundresd meters, for which the baseline length can be considered constant across the band-
width and lines of constant k‖ are essentially orthogonal to the k⊥ axis ([56]).
Equation 5.14 does not only provide a link between visibilities and three dimensional
power spectra, but also introduces the concept of “horizon limit”, i.e. the maximum physical
delay allowed τmax = |b|c , where c is the speed of light. The most relevant implication of
the existence of a horizon limit is the definition of a region in the two dimensional (k‖,k⊥)
power spectrum space where smooth-spectrum foregrounds are confined, leaving the re-
maining area uncontaminated in order to measure the 21 cm signal (the so-called “Epoch of
Reionization (EoR) window”, Figure 5.5). Foregrounds can therefore be “avoided” with no
requirements for subtraction (e.g., [50], [90], [65], [81]; see also Chapter 6 in this book).
The choice of a foreground avoidance strategy versus subtraction plays an important role in
planning an experiment, its related observing strategy and the array calibration strategy.
The requirements for image tomography are the same as for high brightness sensitivity
observations of diffuse emission like the Cosmic Microwave Background (e.g., [26], [19],
[68]). The 21 cm spatial distribution throughout cosmic reionization has structures on 5-
10 arcminutes up to degree scales (e.g., [45], [16], [46], [40]). In order to image 21 cm
fluctuations, a maximum baseline of the order of a few km is required to obtain a resolution
of a few arcminutes in the 100− 200 MHz range, together with filled uv plane in order to
accurately reconstruct their complex spatial structure. A filled uv plane also leads to a point
spread function with very low sidelobes, making the deconvolution process easier (see the
bottom right panel of Figure 5.4 for an example of densely sampled uv plane that leads to a
good quality point spread function). The most stringent requirements for image tomography
remain the accurate foreground separation and, as I will review in the next section, the related
instrumental calibration.
5.3 Interferometric calibration and 21 cm observations
Celestial radio signals always experience a corruption when observed with an interferometric
array, due to the non-ideal instrumental response that is corrected in post processing in a
process that is known as interferometric calibration. Calibration relies on the definition of
a data model where the corruptions are described by antenna based quantities known as
Jones matrices. Such data model is known as the interferometric measurement equation
([27],[72],[73],[74]).
If antenna 1 and antenna 2 measure two orthogonal, linear polarizations x and y, the
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Figure 5.5: Amplitude of delay transformed visibilities as a function of time and delay for a
32 (top let), 64 (top right), 128 (bottom left) and 256 m (bottom right) baseline respectively
(from [59]). A number of smooth spectrum point sources are simulated as foregrounds and
their tracks are clearly bound within the horizon limit (black dashed line). The cyan emission
is a fiducial 21 cm model that has power up to high delays regardless of the baseline length.
The 21 cm signal is, in principle, directly detectable outside the horizon limit (EoR window)
without foreground contamination.
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The sky brightness distribution I can also be written as a 2× 2 matrix B using the Stokes
parameters as a polarization basis:
BI(l,m,ν)≡ 12
[
I(l,m,ν)+Q(l,m,ν) U(l,m,ν)+ iV (l,m,ν)
U(l,m,ν)− iV (l,m,ν) I(l,m,ν)−Q(l,m,ν)
]
. (5.18)
At this point, equation 5.7 can be written by including the corruptions represented by the







where H is the Hermitian operator.
Equation 5.19 is known as the measurement equation and is the core of interferometric
calibration. For an array with N antennas, equation 5.19 can be written for each of the
N(N−1)
2 visibilities forming an overdetermined system of equations. The development of
algorithms to solve the calibration system of equations is a very active research line ([47],
[41], [78], [96], [75]) although beyond the scope of this chapter and we mention it here for
completeness.
The solution of the measurement equation requires some knowledge of the sky brightness
distribution BI , in other words, a sky model. Traditionally this is achieved by observing a
calibration source, i.e. a bright, unresolved point source with known spectral and polarization
properties. Calibration solutions are then applied to the observed field that is then used to
improve the sky model BI which, in turn, leads to more accurate calibration solutions J.
This loop is traditionally called selfcalibration ([15], [62]) and can lead to a highly accurate
calibration (e.g., [8], [73]).
The advantage of the measurement equation formalism is that it can factorize different
physical terms into different matrices. For example, the frequency response of the telescope
electronics and its time variations essentially affects only the two polarization responses and







where we made it explicit that B can vary with time and frequency. The undesired instru-
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We note that, in principle, the primary beam response should appear as an additional 2× 2
Jones matrix before the D matrix. I have ignored it for now, although I will discuss it late rin
this section.
Retaining only the first order terms, equation 5.22 can be written as ([70]):
V12,xx(u,v,ν) = b1,x b∗2,x[VI(u,v,ν)−VQ(u,v,ν)] (5.23)
V12,xy(u,v,ν) = b1,x b∗2,y[(d1,x−d∗2,y)VI(u,v,ν)+VU(u,v,ν)+ iVV (u,v,ν)] (5.24)
V12,yx(u,v,ν) = b1,y b∗2,x[(d2,x−d∗1,y)VI(u,v,ν)+VU(u,v,ν)− iVV (u,v,ν)] (5.25)
V12,yy(u,v,ν) = b1,y b∗2,y[VI(u,v,ν)−VQ(u,v,ν)], (5.26)
where I dropped the explicit dependence on time and wavelength from the gain terms for
notation clarity, and where Vi=I,Q,U,V are the Fourier transforms of the elements of the sky
brightness matrix BI .
This form of the measurement equation offers an intuitive understanding as to why cal-
ibration is of paramount importance in 21 cm observations. The observed visibilities are
essentially a measurement of foreground emission and, in the ideal case, their amplitudes
would vary smoothly with frequency, and foregrounds could either be avoided or subtracted.
However, the instrumental response inevitably corrupts this smoothness in several ways: be-
cause the telescope primary beam is not sufficiently smooth in frequency, because of the
electronic response or because of reflections along the signal path. Although calibration will
correct for these effects and restore the intrinsic foreground frequency smoothness, calibra-
tion errors (i.e., deviations from the true B and D solutions) will still corrupt the foreground
spectra. In practice, calibration errors result in foreground power leaking out of the horizon
limit and jeopardizing (part of) the EoR window. The corruption of foreground spectra will
limit the accuracy of any subtraction method (see discussion in Chapter 6 in this book). The
effectiveness of foreground separation, proven in ideal cases, depends significantly on the
accuracy of interferometric calibration.
The form of the measurement equation written in equations 5.22 and 5.26 is often referred
to as a direction independent calibration as it implicitly assumes that a single Jones matrix
is sufficient to describe corruptions across the whole sky area of interest. This assumption is
often invalid at low frequencies, mostly because of the changing primary beam response over
a wide field of view, frequency, and over the course of the observation, and the position and
time dependent corruptions introduced by the Earth ionosphere. In this case the measurement
equation becomes direction dependent, i.e. a different Jones matrix is written and solved for












where the sum is over the number of directions s. We note that we have used the B matrix
for pedagogical purposes here, regardless of the physical origin of the direction dependent
effect. Direction dependent effects also impact foreground separation, in a similar way as
the direction independent effects.
Accurate direction independent and dependent calibration of 21 cm observations is at the
forefront of current research and can be grouped in a few main topics:
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Figure 5.6: Example of power spectrum bias introduced by calibration errors due to an in-
complete sky model for the Murchison Widefield Array (MWA, left) and the Low Frequency
Array (LOFAR, right) cases respectively (adapted from [22]). Power spectra are shown in
their two dimensional (k⊥,k‖) form in order to display the foreground dominated region
below the horizon limit (grey solid line). Cyan, orange and red lines are the locii where a
fiducial 21 cm model power spectrum is one, five and ten times higher than the bias level.
In an ideal case with perfectly smooth foregrounds and no calibration errors, the 21 cm
power spectrum should be detectable just outside the horizon limit. The errors introduced
by an incomplete sky model leak foreground power in the EoR window at a level that may
completely prevent a detection in the MWA case.
• sky models. Ideally, the sky brightness model matrixBI (equation 5.22 and 5.26) would
include the whole sky emission. This is pratically impossible as part of the sky signal
is the unknown of interest (the 21 cm signal) and the detailed properties of the fore-
ground sky are not known sufficiently well. Sky models are normally constituted of
a catalogue of compact sources of known (or measured) properties, often covering an
area significantly larger than the telescope field of view (e.g., [97], [64]). Nevertheless,
sky models remain essentially always incomplete at some level, as source catalogues
are limited in depth, source characterization and - often - sky coverage. [24], [95]
and [25] show that incomplete catalogues used as sky models bias the calibration and
eventually lead to artifacts in the form of ghost-like sources in interferometric images,
most of the times fainter than the image noise level. The ghost pattern is stronger for
regularly spaced arrays and if the sky model is less complete. In terms of power spec-
trum, [22] and [5] show that the calibration bias introduced by incomplete sky models
leads to an overall leakage of foreground power in the EoR window (Figure 5.6). A
similar foreground leakage may occur because of the finite angular resolution of inter-
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ferometric observations: for example, two sources whose size is respectively one third
and one tenth of the instrument angular resolution will both be modeled as point like
even if the first source is only barely unresolved. This biased catalogue would again
lead to a leakage of foreground power in the EoR window ([66]). In this case, the
bias can be mitigated by obtaining a sky model with an angular resolution that is much
higher than the scales at which the 21 cm signal is expected ([66]).
Sky models that include only compact sources are not adequate for baselines shorter
than a few tens of meters as they are sensitive to Galactic diffuse emission, which
contributes to most of the power on angular scales θ > 10− 20 arcmin (e.g., [7],
[14]). Excluding short baselines from the calibration solutions prevents the problem of
modeling diffuse emission, but can bias the solutions ([61]) if the system of calibration
equation is not properly constrained, e.g. via regularization ([52]).
In summary, different analysis approaches provide evidence that imperfect sky mod-
els (either because of missing catalogue sources, mis-estimating source properties or
missing diffuse emission) are a source of calibration bias that has general effect to
corrupt the foreground properties, leaking their power well beyond the ideal horizon
limit and requiring additional modeling and subtraction. For this reason, significant
efforts are currently ongoing in order to improve sky models via wider and deeper
low frequency surveys (e.g., [29], [31], [71]), more accurate low frequency catalogues
([13]) and even better observations of Galactic diffuse emission ([100], [21]);
• instrument/primary beam models. A complete knowledge of a sky model may not be,
by itself, sufficient for an accurate calibration of 21 cm observations as the brightness
matrix BI is multiplied by the antenna primary beam (equation 5.8 and 5.19) and the
measurement of an intrinsic sky model requires the separation from the primary beam
effect.
Unlike steerable dishes, most 21 cm interferometers are constituted of dipoles fixed on
the ground, in some cases clustered together to form larger stations whose beams that
can be digitally pointed to a sky direction by introducing different delays to the dipoles
(e.g., like the MWA and LOFAR arrays). As station beams are formed in order to track
a source on the sky, the station projected area changes with time and the shape of the
primay beam changes noticeably (Figure 5.7). This is a typical direction dependent




E1(t, l,m,ν)BI,s(l,m,ν)e−2pii(ul+vm)EH2 (t, l,m,ν)dl dm, (5.28)
were E(t, l,m,ν) is the Jones matrix describing the primary beam which, in the sim-







We note that we have written the explicit dependence on the time due to change in
projected area for dipole stations and that the direction dependence of the E is encoded
in its (l,m) dependence.
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Time and frequency variable primary beams lead to apparent time variable sky mod-
els with variations that are larger away from the pointing direction due to the greater
changes in the sidelobe pattern. For examples, sky sources that are well within the
main lobe of the primary beam in Figure 5.7 will experience relatively negligible varia-
tions throughout an observation, the opposite will occur to sources located well outside
the main lobe as they run through primary beam sidelobes.
Primary beams are also frequency variable and, to first order, their size scales with the
observing wavelength (equation 5.5), i.e. rather smoothly. However, in the sidelobe
region, variations become rather abrupt as the source can be located on a sidelobe
peak at a certain frequency and in the sidelobe null at another frequency. As a final
remark, stations that include several dipoles are not perfectly equal to each other, due to
manufacturing reasons or mutual coupling between their elements (e.g., [76]), leading
to E1 6= E2. As primary beams are different, even visibilities for baselines that have
the same length and orientation will be different - rather than identical, as expected.
The left panel of Figure 5.7 shows an example of how much primary beams vary for
different stations due to mutual coupling interactions: variations in the sidelobe region
can be as large as ∼ 30%.
If not accurately modeled and taken into account, primary beam effects can bias the
calibration solution and, again, corrupt the foreground frequency smoothness. [11],
[10], [77] and [79] have developed methods to incorporate time and frequency variable
primary beams in interferometric images, however, the accuracy of the correction is
limited by the accuracy of the primary beam model. Increasing effort is therefore being
placed in precise modeling and measurements of primary beams (e.g., [67], [86], [18],
[84], [34], [17]);
• polarization leakage calibration. Equation 5.19 and 5.26 show that, even if the 21 cm
signal is unpolarized, care needs to be taken against the contamination from polarized
foreground emission. Most point sources are unpolarized below 200 MHz ([9], [42],
[87]), therefore the assumption of an unpolarized sky model is well justified. However,
calibration errors (in the B matrix) would lead to a relative miscalibration of the xx and
yy polarizations and, in turn, to leakage of polarized emission into total intensity. This
effect may be particularly strong on short baselines (e.g., shorter than a∼ 1 km), where
polarized foregrounds are brighter ([7], [30], [36], [42]). Polarized foregrounds that
are Faraday rotated by the interstellar medium and leak to total intensity are a severe
contamination to the 21 cm signal: they have a characteristic frequency dependence
similar to the 21 cm signal therefore have power across the whole EoR window and
cannot be subtracted using standard methods (e.g., [37], [48], [54]).
Even if calibration errors are negligible, low frequency antennas have a non negligible
polarized response across their wide field of view, i.e. the primary beam Jones matrix
E is no longer diagonal. The measurement equation with a full polarized primary beam
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Figure 5.7: Example of primary beam variations as an MWA station points at zenith (top
right) and ∼ 30◦ away from zenith (bottom right) at 150 MHz. The left column shows the
fractional variation of individual station beam models, with respect to the nominal primary
beam (right column, from [53]). It is visibile how different the sidelobe pattern is when
pointing towards two different directions. The ∼ 10% magnitude of the first lobe and the
large null regions around the sidelobes should also be noticed. The specific pattern is due to
the regular shape of the MWA station, where 16 dipoles are arranged in a square 4×4 grid.
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 e−2pii(ul+vm)dl dm, (5.30)
where S is the matrix that relates the intrisic Stokes parameters to the observer x− y
frame ([27]) and⊗ is the outer product. Visibilities are written as a four-element vector
as this form shows that the A matrix maps the intrinsic (unprimed) Stokes parameters
into the observed (primed) ones:
I′← I I′← Q I′←U I′←V
Q′← I Q′← Q Q′←U Q′←V
U ′← I U ′← Q U ′←U U ′←V
V ′← I V ′← Q V ′←U V ′←V
 . (5.31)
An example of A matrix is shown in Figure 5.8. The first row of the matrix shows
how the four intrisinc Stokes parameters contribute to the observed total intensity and,
therefore, how polarized foregrounds leak into the 21 cm signal even in absence of any
calibration errors: the magnitude of the contaminating Stokes Q and U foregrounds
increases away from the pointing direction. Wide-field polarization is another textbook
example of direction dependent calibration problem.
Calibration of polarization leakage remains a challenging task. Instruments with nar-
row fields of view are less prone to polarization leakage ([4], [3], [2]). Another way
of mitigating polarization leakage is extend the sky model to include polarization (e.g.
[23]), although modeling the diffuse Galactic foreground - the brightest component
- is not straightforward and requires accurate imaging. [54] show, however, that the
magnitude of the Galactic polarization leakage may be below the 21 cm signal at high
k‖ values (k‖ > 0.3 Mpc−1) and, potentially, an avoidance strategy is not completely
excluded. A more extensive characterization of the polarized foreground properties is
needed in order to generalize their results.
• ionospheric distortions. The ionosphere is the partially ionized layer situated between
∼ 50 and 1000 km above the surface of the Earth, whose electron density changes with
time and position. At low frequencies the ionosphere is no longer transparent to radio
waves and, to first order, it delays the wave propagation by an amount proportional to






where φ is the extra delay, ne the electron density and the integral is the total electron
content (TEC) along the line of sight. When the delay is different for two different
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Figure 5.8: Examples of A matrices that model the dipole of the Precision Array to Probe the
Epoch of Reionization (PAPER, [57]) at 130 (left) and 150 MHz (right) respectively. They
map the intrinsic Stokes parameters into observed ones: the diagonal terms represent the
standard primary beam patterns, whereas the off-diagonal terms are the leakage terms. The
second, the third and the fourth element of the first row show how Stokes parameters Q, U
and V respectively contaminate the total intensity signal (from [54]).
antennas, visibilities measure an additional, time variable delay. In the measurement
equation formalism, ionospheric delays can be modeled by a scalar term Z ∝ eiφ(t,ν),
however, ionospheric effects are another texbook example of direction dependent cali-
bration as the Z is different for different directions. Given the size S of a characteristic
ionospheric patch where the TEC is constant, direction dependent effects occur when
either the field of view is much larger than S or the baseline separation is much larger
than S, i.e. different antennas “see through” different TEC values (see [32] for an ex-
tensive discussion on the different ionospheric regimes). In this case, the measurement









leading to images where sources are convolved with a position and time dependent
point spread function. An example of this effect is shown in Figure 5.9: the column
on the left shows sources after the standard selfcalibration, still surrounded by artifacts
due to the ionosphere; moving towards the right, iterative direction dependent correc-
tions lead to virtually artefact-free images on the right column (see [89] for further
details).
[85] analyzed the effects of ionospheric perturbations on MWA observations, whose
maximum baseline is a factor of ∼ 30 shorter than the LOFAR example displayed
in Figure 5.9, but with a field of view ∼ 4 times larger. They found that direction
dependent ionospheric distortions can affect the sky coherence up to degree-scales (i.e.
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Figure 5.9: Calibration of ionospheric effects in LOFAR observations using a faceting al-
gorithm (from [89]). The image resolution is 8′′× 6′′.5 averaged over the 120− 180 MHz
bandwidth. The left column shows zoom in images around sources without direction depen-
dent calibration which is, in turn, applied incrementally towards the right panels. For each
source, a sky model and a direction dependent Jones scalar Z is improved at each iteration
until an artefact-free image is obtained (right column). Solutions were computed every 10 s.
An additional amplitude calibration to account for primary beam variations was determined
on scales of 10 minutes. The colour scale is in units of Jy beam−1.
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scales relevant for 21 cm observations), however, due to the relatively short baselines,
these effects occur only in 8% of the observations and it is relatively straightforward
to monitor the ionospheric activity and exclude the most affected observations.
An extensive modeling of the impact of ionospheric errors on the two dimensional
(k⊥,k‖) power spectrum has been carried out by [91]. They found that most of the
residual effects due to the ionosphere on baselines shorter than a few km are confined
within the horizon limit, therefore not impacting foreground avoidance. Moreover, the
frequency coherence of the ionospheric residual errors is such that they will likely be
removed by foreground subtraction algorithms.
Current investigations seem therefore to suggest that ionospheric effects are not going
to be a show stopper for both 21 cm power spectrum observations and, likely, 21 cm
tomography.
5.3.1 Redundant calibration
An interferometric array where most of the baselines have the same length and orientation
is called redundant, as these baselines measure the same Fourier mode of the sky bright-
ness distribution. Redundant array configurations are often not appealing as they have poor
imaging performances because they do not measure sufficient Fourier modes to reconstruct
accurate sky images. However, a maximally redundant array where the antennas are laid out
in a regularly spaced square grid offers the maximum power spectrum sensitivity on the k⊥
modes corresponding to the most numerous baselines. This criterium has inspired the highly
redundant layouts of the MIT Epoch of Reionization experiment ([99]), PAPER ([56]) and
partly driven the updated MWA ([92]).
One of the advantages of a redundant array is that it enables a different calibration strat-
egy, i.e. redundant calibration. In redundant calibration the form of the measurement equa-
tion does not change and can be written, for a single polarization, like equation 5.26:
V12,xx(u,v,ν) = b1,x b∗2,xY12,xx(u,v,ν), (5.34)
with the difference now that the model visibility Y is not tied to a sky model, but it is solved
for, simply assuming that it is the same for each group of redundant baselines ([94], [44]). In
other words, redundant calibration is independent on the sky model and, therefore, bypasses
entirely the biases related to sky model incompleteness described in Section 5.3. However,
as redundant calibration is not tied to any physical (i.e. sky-based) spatial or spectral model,
its solutions have degeneracies that need to be solved for by using a sky model (e.g., [99],
[12]). In particular, spectral calibration, which is critical for foreground separation, cannot
currently be obtained using redundant calibration and requires a sky-based calibration. [12]
suggest that sky model incompleteness can bias this calibration step, in a way similar to what
happens with a traditional calibration scheme. Moreover, as redundant calibration is agnostic
of the polarization state of the sky brightness distribution, mitigation of polarization leakage
remains an open question in the framework of redundant calibration ([20]).
Finally, redundant calibration is prone to effects that break the assumption of redundancy,
the most common being errors in the antenna positions and different antenna primary beams.
Antenna position errors can be reduced to have a negligible impact on redundant calibration





Figure 5.10: Cartoon illustration of the uv footprint due to the primary beam. The purple
circles are the uv footprints for a large (left panel) and small (right panel) station respectively.
The minimum and maximum baselines is the same for both cases, in order to sample the same
uv annulus (yellow area).
[39]. The effect of primary beam variations amongst the different antennas on redundant
calibration is likely more severe, although new calibration schemes are being developed to
mitigate it ([55]).
5.4 Array design and observing strategies
I will conclude this chapter by discussing how the various interferometric effects discussed so
far impact the choice of array designs and the consequent observing strategies. [49] and [56],
for example, investigate how instrumental choices like the array layout, the antenna size and
the bandwidth (do not) affect measurements of the 21 cm power spectrum spectrum. Here I
would rather emphasize the interdependence between instrumental choices, calibration and
foreground separation strategies. If the total collecting area is kept fixed, there are two main
elements that impact calibration and foreground separation strategies:
• station size. The choice of the station size determines the minimum k⊥ value accessible
and the footprint of each uv measurement. Each visibility is not a single point in the
uv plane but has a footprint corresponding to the two dimensional Fourier transform
of the primary beam. This can be seen using the convolution theorem to re-write
equation 5.1:
Vi j(b,ν) = A˜(b,ν)∗ I˜(b,ν). (5.35)
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Smaller stations have smaller footprints in the uv plane (see Figure 5.10) and can,
therefore, sample the uv plane more accurately than larger stations. They also al-
low to probe smaller k⊥ values (as the minimum possible uv length is essentially the
station size) for which the avoidance strategy is more effective (see Figure 5.5). If
smaller stations are preferred for power spectrum measurements, they are generally
more challenging in terms of calibration: they have wider fields of view that require a
more accurate sky model for calibration and that suffer from more severe ionospheric
distortions and polarization leakage contamination. Given the smaller size, their visi-
bilities have a lower signal-to-noise ratio compared to larger stations, possibly limiting
the calibration of high time variable effects. On the other hand, they do not necessar-
ily require to track sources with a high time cadence but can use drift scan strategies
(where they are pointed to a fixed direction and the sky drifts overhead) or a mix of
drift scan and pointed observations to maximize sensitivity ([83]). The advantage of
drift scan over pointed observations is that primary beams remain constant in time,
avoiding some of the effects described in the Section 5.3.
• array layout. Beyond the obvious sensitivity requirement that prefers compact arrays
due to their better brightness sensitivity, layout choices are also intrinsically related
to calibration and foreground separation strategies. A pseudo-random station distribu-
tion that leads to a filled uv-coverage (between the minimum and the maximum station
separation) is highly desirable for imaging, modeling and subtracting foregrounds. It
is not a stringent requirement for power spectrum measurement and for the avoidance
strategy. It is probably necessary for 21 cm tomography, in order to provide recon-
struction of the low-brightness neutral Hydrogen regions.
On the opposite side of the spectrum of choices, redundant arrays are the most sensitive
power spectrum machines. They obviously leverage on redundant calibration which
is precluded to imaging arrays. Their drawbacks are the poor imaging performances
that prevent the accurate foreground modeling and essentially only allow foreground
avoidance. For the same reason, if redundant calibration is not sufficient, redundant
arrays have limited options to improve calibration by reconstructing the sky brightness
sensitivity.
I will use four existing low frequency arrays as examples of the range of cases of interest:
• Low Frequency Array (LOFAR, [88]). LOFAR is an array of 40 stations located in
The Netherlands and several remote stations across Europe. 24 stations are located
in a 2 km core from the array centre and the remaining stations are distributed in a
logarithmic spiral layout up to ∼ 100 km, providing a very dense uv coverage in a few
hours tracked observation (see Chapter 8 in this book for an image of the LOFAR array
layout and the other arrays discussed here).
Stations are formed by two types of receptors sensitive to the 30− 90 and 110−
200 MHz range respectively. The 110− 200 MHz stations are the most sensitive to
21 cm observations and we will only consider them in this discussion. They are con-
stituted by 48 clusters of dipoles (each of them being a 4×4 square grid) arranged in
a regular ∼ 30 m diameter grid, leading a ∼ 4◦ field of view at 150 MHz.
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LOFAR is an example of a traditional interferometric array, with excellent point source
sensitivity that favours sky-based calibration and a very dense uv coverage for high fi-
delity imaging. Its large station size has a large uv footprint and a relatively narrow
field of view that essentially requires tracking a sky patch. The narrow field of view
allows to select sky patches with low foreground (including polarization) contamina-
tion and to reject wide field foreground emission. Unwanted sky emssion far from the
pointing direction is further suppressed by rotating each station grid with respect to an-
other, while rotating the dipoles back to a common polarization frame: this operation
makes the station primary beams all different and their sidelobe patterns, that would
otherwise be reinforced by the regular station grid, tend to average out.
The calibration of LOFAR 21 cm observations relies on an accurate sky model where
compact sources are modeled using the longest baselines available (i.e. ∼ 100 km).
Direction dependent calibration corrects for ionospheric effects that corrupt visibilities
on baselines longer than a few km, and for the effect of variable primary beams on
compact sources ([97]). The sky model is then subtracted from the visibilities and
residual foregrounds are subtracted in the image domain (see details in Chapter 6 in
this book).
The LOFAR design is suited for 21 cm tomography on large angular scales, providing
foregrounds are adequately subtracted ([98]).
• Murchison Widefield Array (MWA, [82], [92]). The MWA is an array located in West-
ern Australia, operating between 80 and ∼ 200 MHz. It employs the same LOFAR
dipoles, although they are assembled in stations of 4× 4 elements arranged in a reg-
ular grid. The station size is therefore ∼ 6 times smaller compared to LOFAR, with
an equivalent increase of the field of view. The MWA underwent a recent upgrade
to phase II (to distinguish it from the initial deployment, named phase I) and is now
constituted of 256 stations (out of which only 128 can be simultaneously correlated)
in a hybrid configuration: 128 stations are deployed in a pseudo random configuration
out to a ∼ 3 km baseline (the phase I telescope), 72 stations in two highly redundant
hexagons next to the core of the array and 56 stations to extend the maximum baseline
up ∼ 5 km.
MWA phase II is a fairly versatile instrument: in its compact, redundant configuration,
it is optimized for power spectrum observations and can leverage redundant calibration
([43]); its small stations give a good sampling in the uv plane (right panel case in Fig-
ure 5.10). In its extended configuration it has an exceptionally good instantaneous uv
coverage (due to the high number of stations instantaneously correlated) with low side-
lobe levels, which is good for imaging and foreground modeling, and a large field of
view which allows to survey the sky very quickly. The wide field of view does not al-
low to isolate low foreground patches, but it allows to opt for drift scan observations or
a mix of drift scan and pointed observations ([83]), which have the advantage of more
time stable primary beams. Wide field ionospheric effects are somewhat mitigated
by the array compactness ([38]). The MWA can therefore leverage on the strength
of both redundant and traditional calibration and can adopt a mixture of foreground
subtraction and avoidance strategies.
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The MWA approach has, however, limitations too: the regular station grid (without any
rotation, unlike LOFAR) generates strong sidelobes (see Figure 5.7) which make cal-
ibration and foreground separation more challenging; the large field of view requires
more comprehensive sky models for calibration and is more susceptible to polarization
leakage; the relatively short maximum baseline may be insufficient to derive accurate,
high-angular resolution sky models ([66]).
• Precision Array to Probe the Epoch of Reionization (PAPER, [57]). PAPER was an
array located in the South Africa, operating in the 100−200 MHz range and now de-
commissioned in favour of its successor (the Hydrogen Epoch of Reionization Array,
see Chapter 9 in this book). It employed custom designed ∼ 2 m dipoles that were
deployed and re-arranged in several configurations up to a 128 element array. Dipoles
were always individually correlated with no clustering into larger stations, implying a
nearly all-sky field of view. In order to maximize power spectrum sensitivity, dipoles
were always deployed in maximally redundant configuration with very short baselines
(up to a maximum of 350 m), enabling the advantages of redundant calibration ([58],
[1], [35]). In the final 128-element deployment,∼ 20 dipoles were placed as outriggers
outside the regular grid in order to partially improve the uv coverage for foreground
characterization and calibration.
In some sense, PAPER represents the choice opposite to the LOFAR case: an almost
fully redundant array that works using essentially only foreground avoidance and with-
out any spatial characterization of foregrounds for either calibration or subtraction.
PAPER is a full drift scan array with primary beams that are fairly stable with time,
but also with an all-sky field of view where no selection of low foreground regions is
possible, for which polarization leakage and ionospheric effects are the most severe,
although the latter are mitigated by the very compact configuration.
As pointed out earlier in this chapter, a redundat array like PAPER is not suited for
21 cm tomography.
5.5 Conclusions
This chapter presented a summary of interferometry and calibration in the light of 21 cm
observations. I started from the basics of interferometry to show how they are related to ob-
servations of the 21 cm power spectrum and its tomographic images. I reviewed calibration
of 21 cm observations, highlighting how foreground separation - the biggest challenge of
21 cm observations - critically depends on various calibration effects (sky models, primary
beam modeling and calibration, polarization leakage, the ionosphere). I also attempted to
show how the various array designs adopted by current experiments enable different calibra-
tion and observational strategies - neither of which is clearly winning, at the present point.
The field is rapidly developing and both current and upcoming instruments (see Chapter 9 in
this book) will address some of the open questions presented in this chapter.
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